IgeaCare Solutions Inc. emerges under new leadership and
funding
December 7th, 2009: Toronto, ON. IgeaCare Solutions Inc. is pleased to
announce it has acquired the assets of the healthcare communications company
previously operating as IgeaCare Systems Inc. The newly formed IgeaCare
Solutions will now move forward under new leadership and funding.
IgeaCare Solutions Inc. has appointed Mr. Michael Rochon to the position of
Chief Executive Officer. Under his direction, the new company will focus on
providing a superior servicing and support model; fast and accurate delivery
times; and stringent internal processes and quality control. IgeaCare Solutions
Inc. will continue to build on existing relationships with key partners and suppliers
while developing new relationships and opportunities.
“This is an exciting time for anyone focused on the healthcare industry.
Advancements in technology are taking healthcare and health management to
new levels,” says the newly appointed Michael Rochon, CEO IgeaCare Solutions
Inc. “IgeaCare Solutions is poised to take a leadership role in providing
emergency and communication solutions that improve the quality and efficiency
of healthcare services. Together with our partners, stakeholders and team, we
will continue to evolve and innovate in order to provide ‘best in class’
communication solutions for many years to come.”
IgeaCare Solutions, with its secure funding formula in place, will ensure
continuity of supply and support of the igeacom installed base, product line, its
peripherals, and integrated software solutions. Focus will also be placed on
developing innovative expanded products and solution offerings. The much
anticipated igeacom II, set for release in 2010, will be the next exciting addition to
the IgeaCare portfolio of products.
igeacom Solutions
The igeacom system utilizes telephony-based and wireless technology to enable
fast and reliable communication between a user and his or her caregiver, in both
private and institutional settings.
About IgeaCare Solutions, Inc
IgeaCare develops and manufactures state-of-the-art telephony-based
communication solutions with a focus on the healthcare sector and other

emerging markets such as public safety, education and government. Our
technology coupled with our strategic partnerships, enables us to increase
productivity and quality of care by providing a complete communication solution,
by connecting all stakeholders in real time. Visit www.igeacare.com for further
information and details.
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